THE 3GTMS INTEGRATION HUB:
SPEEDS THAT ARE SECOND-TO-NONE
Integrations are a particular hurdle for most TMS systems,
but a TMS is only as powerful as its connections.
The 3Gtms Integration Hub is the industry’s only business-to-TMS integration
toolkit and our integration speeds are second-to-none. In fact, our customers
tell us that the ability to quickly integrate with other systems and on-board
customers are key factors in choosing to partner with us.
The unique design of our TMS allows for customers, carriers and trading
partners to on-board faster and more cheaply than with other systems.
3 Save money faster (for you and your customers) with lightning-fast
integrations that beat our competitors by months
3 Gain a long-term TMS solution with an evolving model that adapts with
your business needs

“The ease of integration was the number
one reason we chose 3Gtms. The experts
at 3Gtms built an integration hub that’s
unbelievably reliable. And the faster we
get integrated, the faster we save money
and our customers start saving money.”

3 Set yourself apart from the competition by delivering bottom-line value
more quickly
3 Reduce the cost and complexity associated with the integration of
complementary solutions including Order Entry, ERP, Partner/Carrier EDI
and APIs and more

Jeff Auslander, CEO and Managing
Partner, Dynamic Logistix

3 Fast release and stability with continuous integration agile methodology
3 Get better visibility into your operations with intuitive dashboards and
embedded reports and analysis
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A Clear Difference
3Gtms Integrations

Other TMS Integrations

One platform for ALL integrations:
3 Traditional EDI
3 Carrier web services
3 External web services
3 File-based workflows via FTP
3 Automated Email data import

Different products for different integrations:
3 Web services
3 External EDI tool
3 Proprietary file processing tool
3 Email workflows NOT supported

Powerful, industry-standard tools for developing
workflows and data transformations.

Non-standard, proprietary capabilities, limited in
scope.

Complex workflows can be built in a day.

Comparable workflows can take months.

3Gtms implementers or clients can program new
workflows and data transformations. No product
programming required.

Non-trivial workflows must be built via vendor
programmers.

General-purpose languages are available to the
implementer, enabling unlimited power and
flexibility.

Restricted to the anemic capabilities you can choose
from the GUI.

Componentized and architected for reusability.
Exiting, complex transforms can be used in any
workflow. Simple tweaks can be made by nonprogrammers.

Best case scenario: You can copy and paste some
existing transforms.

Handles data in ANY format: EDI, X12, CSV, fixed
position files, XML, JSON

Different product needed for different data types:
One for EDI, one for XML, one for CSV, etc.

Self-service: You can onboard carriers AND new
clients – no help from 3Gtms required.

At the mercy of the vendor resources and schedules
for carrier and client integrations.

Advanced monitoring and alerting provide a full
audit trail for every transaction and user-defined
alerts for any workflow.

Different capabilities for each product. No single
platform for monitoring and alerting.

We are a Different Kind of TMS
Transportation execution is the glue that holds your supply chain together. Created for shippers and logistics
service providers, our uniquely designed TMS manages all activity from planning and optimization through rate
management, integration, execution and payment.
Fundamentally Different

Most Flexible

Highest Satisfaction Rate

An architecture and design
distinct from anything else
on the market

The power to self-configure;
unique routing concepts;
proprietary algorithms

The happiest customers
and highest retention rate in
the industry
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